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ABSTRACT
Mealey, David Charles. M.S., Applied Economics, Wright State University, 1996.
Innovation in the Production Function by Combining Theory of Constraints and Kanban
Scheduling Techniques.

“As the marketplace and customer needs change at an increasing rate, it is becoming
essential to subscribe to change as a corporate strategy. Domestic and global markets are
becoming increasingly turbulent and customers increasingly demanding. To perform
better in the face of fierce global competition, some firms have made the transition to
agile manufacturing.” [Nagel and Bhargave, 1994, pp. 331].

The following documents how I have been working to make agile manufacturing a reality
at Whirlpool Corporation, the largest producer of home appliances in the world.
Together with a Dayton, Ohio design team, I designed a quick response production
process for a new range manufacturing plant. Several innovations made possible a
significant improvement in manufacturing flexibility and order response time which will
give the firm a competitive advantage in the market, leading to increased profits. The
facility was constructed in Tulsa, Oklahoma and is now in production.

Dr. Eliyahu Goldratt's Theory of Constraints served as the foundation of the production
approach. Japanese manufacturing techniques and an existing corporate MRP system
were then pragmatically blended resulting in an innovative production system unique to
this plant. A sophisticated computer simulation model developed as part of the study was
used to validate the approach.
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The first and most quantifiable benefit was a $5 million avoidance of planned capital
investments due to the way we coupled certain production processes. The second and
more important change was to significantly improve the order response time for
freestanding ranges from three weeks to two days. This addresses a root cause of the
poor product availability that affects the whole industry. According to an internal
company study, poor availability resulted in a 14% order cancellation rate and the
revenue loss of $269 million across North America. [Whirlpool Report, 1991, pp. 44],

As a result, the new production approach developed for Whirlpool's Tulsa Division
provides an important economic and competitive advantage for the firm that should
directly lead to increased customer satisfaction and shareholder value.

“Thus, agility is not a concept but a way of thinking that manifests itself on the bottom
line of the business” [Nagel and Bhargave, 1994, pp. 340],
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I. INTRODUCTION

Deciding how best to arrange and utilize production resources is the fundamental role of
the manufacturing manager and it has a significant financial impact on the firm.
Economists also have a strong interest in which technologies work best for firms and how
the diffusion of new methods will affect the economy at large. The choice is not an easy
one. Manufacturing managers today are confronted with a wide array of techniques and
systems to improve production efficiency. MRP (Materials requirements planning), JIT
(Just-in-time or kanban), TOC (Theory of Constraints) are the main production
scheduling techniques being used. Each method has its champions and critics, defenders
and detractors, making conflicting claims about their benefits.

For my internship in Applied Economics, I present this case study of how I developed the
best production method for a firm. This document describes the methods used and the
results achieved during the design of the production process for Whirlpool Corporation's
new range manufacturing plant in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The aim of this study was to
analyze production techniques from around the world and select a superior arrangement.
The result was not merely an adoption of an existing technology. Instead, I merged three
competing production approaches, TOC, JIT, and MRP, in a way never before used in
appliance production. The new approach provides the competitive advantage that
Whirlpool is seeking in the marketplace, that is, model mix flexibility without increasing
product cost, thus maximizing profitability.
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Working at Whirlpool Corporation, the largest producer of home appliances in the world,
I led the design of the Tulsa Division’s production system. My formal position was
Logistics Planning Leader at the Dayton Technology Center, in Dayton, Ohio, primary
site for Cooking Products Engineering support in North America. My current position is
Manager, Factory Master Planning at the headquarters location in Benton Harbor,
Michigan. The other team members were experts in their respective areas of the process Tool and die, paint and porcelain application and assembly. Together, we developed the
design for an innovative production system that should provide a clear competitive
advantage for the firm. Figure 1 lists the team members and I gratefully acknowledge
their involvement and support in this project.

Dr. Eliyahu Goldratt's Theory of Constraints (TOC) was used as the cornerstone of the
process design. To avoid the sizable investment in TOC scheduling software, another
production scheduling technique, kanban, was also used to schedule parts of the plant.
The speed of implementation and avoidance of the new scheduling software makes this
pragmatic combination leading to a robust plant operation. An existing corporate-wide
MRP system will be maintained but used external to the factory to aggregate the orders
into daily requirements.
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W HIRLPOOL CORPORATION
1994 QUALITY ACHIEVEM ENT TEAM AW ARD

TIJLSA DIVISION PLANT LOGISTICS DESIGN

TEAM LEADER:

David Mealey

TEAM MEMBERS: Jay Kiesel

Dane Hildebrecht

Jim Sellers

Bob Cox

Bruce Watson

Wee Ng

Henry Classe

Bill Smalley

Maurice Turner

Tom Leichliter

Paul Warrick

Dave Novak

Sekar Sundararajan of Technology Systems Corporation
Joseph Haas of Harnischfeger Engineers, Inc.

Figure 1 — Project team.

The plant was designed to leap-frog Whirlpool's competitors, by turning a weakness that
all appliance manufacturers face (poor availability and long lead times due to inflexible
production processes) into a major strength. A competitive advantage results because
with this new plant and process, Whirlpool will be able to produce any range model any
day which provides the product availability needed to satisfy customers and win orders.

This effort yielded significant benefits to Whirlpool. First, an innovative production
process design was produced resulting in $ 5 Million avoidance of capital investment.
Even more importantly, the new plant design will significantly improve the production
cycletime and model-mix flexibility to correct a current competitive disadvantage.
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The improved responsiveness to customer orders will enable improved levels of
customer satisfaction that should lead to increased market share. Furthermore, a plan for
continuous improvement was also developed, thus mapping the next steps on which to
focus resources to achieve maximum continued benefits.

As a result of this project, the Tulsa facility will be the most flexible and efficient
manufacturing plant in the corporation and comparable to anyone in the world. Our
efforts recognized within the Corporation by winning the Gold Quality Achievement
Award in 1994. Ultimately, this will likely trigger innovations in the company's other
production facilities around the world.
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IL PROJECT METHODOLOGY

Dr. Eli Goldratt is the well-known author of The Goal and many other books and
articles on the Theory of Constraints (TOC). There are three distinctive elements in TOC
that have developed over time. First was the Drum-Buffer-Rope scheduling and the 5
Step Process of Ongoing Improvement that should be familiar to readers of The Goal
and The Race. The five focusing steps guided the plant design and are listed below :

1. Identify the system’s constraint.
2. Decide how to exploit the system’s constraint.
3. Subordinate everything else to the above decision.
4. Elevate the system’s constraints.
5. If in the previous steps a constraint has been broken,
go back to Step 1. Do not let inertia become a constraint.

TOC was then taken to a more generalized, all-inclusive level called the “Thinking
Process” in Goldratt’s later writings —The Theory of Constraints. The Haystack
Syndrome, and It’s Not Luck.
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TOC helps practitioners make change by applying certain “thinking” tools to answer the
following key questions :
QUESTION

TOC TOOLS

What to change ?

* Current Reality Tree
* Evaporating the Clouc

What to change to ?

* Future Reality Tree
* Prerequisite Tree

How to change ?

* Transition ?
Figure 2 — Summary of TOC tools .

The third element of TOC is called Throughput Accounting. The book Theory of
Constraints and its implications to Management Accounting by Noreen, Smith and
Mackey gives an independent review of TOC in theory and practice.
“In the context of the history of management accounting thought,
Goldratt has simply updated variable costing and is conservative
with respect to revenue recognition. He advocates variable costing
for the same reasons it has always been advocated —it is closer to
cash flows, can be used more easily than absorption costing to
estimate relevant costs and benefits, and, most important, does not
contain the incentives to build inventories just to improve
absorption costing profits. The argument is even more valid now
than in the 1950’s when arguments were raging concerning
absorption and variable costing. We now know that excess workin-process inventories are a much bigger problem than anyone had
thought. Not only are there inventory holding costs and
obsolescence problems, but work-in-process inventories create big
problems on the factory floor. Any system such as absorption
costing that rewards managers for building inventories to
manipulate profits can be far more dysfunctional than even the
critics of the 1950s imagined.” [Noreen, Smith and Mackey,
1995, pp. 16].
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The second and third elements were being developed by Goldratt as this Tulsa project
was in-process, as a result, we did not use TOC in its entirety. On a formal basis I used
the 5 Focusing Step and also the Evaporating the Cloud technique. The other tools
entered my own thinking process as the project progresses. I have become convinced of
the benefits of the TOC tools and would recommend their full use on future projects.

The report is organized into the following sections reflecting the use of the Five Focusing
Steps :

TTT

Project Background and Goals

IV.

Economic Model

V.

Comparison of Manufacturing Approaches

VI.

“5 Focusing Steps of Ongoing Improvement”

VII.

Identify the constraint

VIII. Exploit or optimize the constraint
IX.

Subordinate all other processes.

X.

Validation of approach using computer simulation

XI.

Next Steps — Elevating and Identifying the next Constraint.

XII.

Results and Summary.
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ID. PROJECT BACKGROUND AND GOALS

WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION - HISTORY

Whirlpool Corporation, founded in 1911, is today the world's leading manufacturer and
marketer of major home appliances. The company employs over 40,000 people
worldwide. Products are manufactured in 11 countries and marketed in more than 120
countries under a variety of brand names such as Whirlpool, KitchenAid, Roper, Estate,
Bauknecht and Inglis. Whirlpool is also the principle supplier to Sears, Roebuck and
Company of major home appliances marketed under the Kenmore brand name. With
headquarters in Benton Harbor, Michigan, net sales for the firm exceed $7 billion per
year. The major competitors in North America are General Electric, Frigidaire, Maytag,
and Raytheon.

Whirlpool has a dominant position in the laundry markets with about 50% of the U.S.
market share. The position in Cooking products is not as good. We produce excellent
electric ranges at the Whirlpool facility in Findlay, Ohio, however, we have a poor gas
product and lack a full production capability. The firm currently purchases Whirlpoolbranded gas range models from a competitor, Frigidaire. The substandard quality levels
and profitability on the gas products led to the investment decision in the new product
design and new production facility in Tulsa.
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CORPORATE GOALS

Goals for a firm are debated by many people, including economists. Some believe the
firm’s goal is should be strictly profit-seeking. Others believe that with economic power
comes a responsibility to do moral good.

To some managers, the goal of corporate

strategy is to beat the competition. Still others agree with the basic profit-seeking motive
but seek different measures for steering the company toward that goal. The emerging
Total Quality paradigm combines these into a customer-focused business model.

Whirlpool’s Chairman defines the goal as follow :
"The primary reason Whirlpool or any publicly held
company exists is to create value for shareholders
because, when we do, other company stakeholders consumers, employees, plant communities, suppliers,
trade partners and others - also benefit."

David Whitwam,
Chairman and C.E.O. Whirlpool, 1993 Annual Report

Figure 3 — David Whitwam quote.

Eli Goldratt states it in a similar way. “The goal is to make money now as well as in the
future. The last part, “now and in the future,” adds an important element to counter a bias
toward the short run. The “necessary conditions” to achieve that goal are to provide
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satisfaction to the market now as well as in the future, and further to provide a secure and
satisfying environment for employees now as well as in the future. “ [Goldratt, 1994, pp.
273],

GOT .DR ATT : THE GOAL AND NECESSARY CONDITIONS

/

Make money
now and in
the future.
Provide
satisfaction to the
market now and
in the future.

Secure a satisfying
environment for
employees now
and in the future.
Figure 4 — Goldratt’s Goal and Necessary Conditions.

Goldratt argues further that it’s not important which one is “the goal” and which are the
supporting “necessary conditions.” Unions traditionally set as their goal “Securing a
satisfying environment for their members.” In the past, most unions saw their situation as
a struggle against management for the profits of the firm. This has changed in most
union/management relationships today. Most believe that they cannot achieve their goal
for long if the firm is not profitable, and it the customers are satisfied.
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Similarly, Total Quality Management advocates setting “Providing satisfaction to the
Market” as the goal. Proponents agree that the firm must engage the best ideas from
employees and also be profitable in order to achieve that goal both now and in the future.
It is reasonable that the three aims are interrelated and collectively a better description of
the firm’s true goals than any one of them alone.

Most within the corporate environment can agree with these basic concepts. The key
debate centers on

“ftiOW ” to accomplish it.

"In today's turbulent competitive

environment, a company more than ever needs a strategy that specifies the kind of
competitive advantage that it is seeking in the marketplace and articulates how that
advantage is to be achieved." [Hayes and Pisano, 1994, pp. 77].

"Of course it is important to take the competition into account, but in making strategy that
should not come first. First comes painstaking attention to the needs of the customers.
First comes close analysis of the companies real degrees of freedom in responding to
those needs. First comes the willingness to rethink, fundamentally, what products are and
what they do, as well as how best to organize the business system that designs, builds,
and markets them. —[Ohmae, 1988, pp. 149].

Whirlpool has articulated its corporate strategy as to building a "Dominant Consumer
Franchise” or DCF. This DCF strategy aims to give customers compelling reasons
beyond price to insist on Whirlpool-made products when buying home appliances. It is
built upon three underlying tactics - 10X quality or focusing resources to dramatically
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reduce quality problems to one tenth current levels ; 5 % TCP or continually reducing
operating expenses so that a Total Cost Productivity equation improves by 5

% per year ;

and World Class Logistics which means improving the availability of finished product to
customers to 95

% level while simultaneously reducing inventory by 50 %.

PROTECT GOALS

The Tulsa project brought together a crossfunctional group to achieve three broad goals :

1. Redesign the entire North American gas and electric range product line to
enhance features and reduce manufacturing cost inherent in the design.
2. Construct a new manufacturing facility.
3. Improve the production process using the best of the modem, World-Class
techniques for layout and scheduling.

My involvement was aimed at the third goal —dramatically improving the production
flow and logistics. Building the new Tulsa manufacturing plant was a major strategic
initiative for the company and the Tulsa Logistics piece was a critical building block in
the creation of the Dominant Consumer Franchise strategy. Therefore, the objectives for
the Tulsa plant were quite aggressive —to provide superior product availability, reduced
costs and improved quality. None of these goals will be achieved by doing business as
usual.
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When the project began, Whirlpool had an significant finished goods availability problem
in North America. Too often when retailers ordered a product, the models were not
available in stock and there was a long production lead-time to build them. Product
availability was below customer expectations and below the performance of the leading
competitor, General Electric. According to a 1990 internal company report, customer
expectations are estimated to be about 94 % availability while G.E.'s performance is
about 93%. Whirlpool averages about 80% company-wide and within the Cooking
Products segment the average is 66%. This was a clear, competitive disadvantage in a
market where the trend is for increasing customer expectations.

Poor availability is the result of adequate production flexibility and finished goods
inventories being matched poorly to the customer demand in the market served.
Whirlpool manufacturing plants, like most in the United States, make a limited number of
models each day. This is driven by the efficiencies perceived from long runs of the same
model and finished goods inventory. At the start of the project, cooking products plant
produces 9 models per day or about 15 % of the total product offering. About 40 days of
finished product inventory exists in a distribution system of regional warehouses totaling
about $45 million or 7 inventory turns per year.

Poor availability impacts the firm in canceled customer orders which directly reduces
sales. The company estimates that 13% of cooking product customer orders are canceled
due to poor availability. The magnitude is $269 million lost revenue company-wide
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equating to a 2.3% market share and "this does not capture the orders that were never
placed due to poor availability." [Whirlpool Report, 1991, pp.44].

As a result of the study, Whirlpool's top management set goals to attain 95% availability
with 50% of the inventory. To achieve this, production systems must be reconfigured to
increase the number models per day to and reduce the firm period for the production
schedule. Tulsa must produce at least 60 models per day and 1 week lead time compared
to the current Findlay performance of 9 models per day and 3 weeks lead-time. Top
management also set specific limits on total capital spending and the product cost per
range for the Tulsa project.

Top management’s objectives for the logistics project can be summarized as follows

OBJECTIVE
1

3

COMMENT

GOAL

15 days

5 days

Plant WIP Inventory Turns

45 turns per year

60 turns per year

Flexibility —Models per day

9 models per day

60 models per day

Mfg. Cycle Time

Finished Goods Availability

::

h

Figure 5 — Summary of project objectives.

BASIC PRODUCT AND PROCESS BACKGROUND

The range is basically an assembly of purchased components and steel parts coated with
porcelain. A block diagram is shown in Figure 6.

Basic

*ocess
,

Press

Porcelain

—

Assembly

Figure 6 — Basic process flow diagram.

Steel parts such as the oven cavity and cooktop are made by processes within the facility.
Steel is purchased in 40,000 lb. coils from a steel mill and mounted on large presses
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ranging from 150 to 400 tons. The steel is uncoiled and stamped into the proper shape.
A series of 4 to 7 presses process the steel on at a time until the part is completely formed
into the final shape. The individual parts are then loaded by hand onto a conveyor which
transports them into a washer, past sprays of water and chemicals to remove all the dirt
and oils. Parts are then hand transferred to another conveyor and powdered porcelain
glass is applied as a liquid or a powder. A small electrostatic charge holds the fine
powder on the parts in a thin, controlled coat.

The parts are then carefully transferred to a furnace conveyor where the porcelain is fused
into the thin glass coating familiar to consumers. The porcelain coating is used instead
of paint because it maintains its color and durability after repeated exposures to the high
heat of cooking and self-cleaning. (A self-cleaning oven cycle is 3 hours up to 875 0 F.)

A complete range consists of about 300 parts and is produced by 50 individual processes.
To begin the analysis, the Process Engineers developed process routing sheets for each
part, listing the sequence of steps needed. From them I developed a From-To Matrix
which lists each machine and shows the number of parts per day traveling from one to
another. A simple layout program was used to arrange the machines to minimize the total
distance traveled for all the parts.

Most of the metal stampings travel through the porcelain finishing system as described
earlier. Some press parts, however, are used directly on the final assembly lines.
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We decided on the basic layout shown in Figure 7 since it can provide the common
maintenance and technical process support for all the presses, and still allow all the press
parts to flow naturally to the next step in the flow. The presses were grouped into three
groups. “A” presses make the parts requiring the gray porcelain like the oven cavity and
broiler pan. “B” presses make the parts requiring the white, almond or black colors. “C”
presses make the galvanized brackets and liners that are used directly on the final
assembly lines.

[ock Layout
f Raw
Press

I

T

Porcelain

Assemble

Raw

Purchased
Parts
F inished

Goods

Figure 7 — Block layout of the plant.
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The Whirlpool Sales Release document describes the features and attributes of all the
models that the plant is to produce. The plant capacity was set based on the forecasted
demand. Analysis of monthly sales showed that ranges exhibit a slight seasonality
pattern such that the peak month is 20 % above the average. The final assembly capacity
was planned at this peak value. All upstream operations were planned at a bit more
capacity to account for process yield losses estimated from existing, similar operations.

A detailed layout is shown in Figure 8 on the next page.
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IV. ECONOMIC MODEL

SYSTEMS THINKING:

In the production process, manufacturers transform inputs such as raw material,
purchased components, capital, and labor into outputs or products. The production
function describes, for the economist, the relationship between factor inputs and outputs.
Markets traditionally reward the low cost producer, therefore, firms attempting to
maximize profits should, in the long run, select the most economically efficient method to
produce its output at the lowest possible cost.

The conventional American approach to manufacturing has roots back to the mid-1800's.
A combination of ideas, from interchangeable parts, high-volume production, emphasis
on mass markets, all led to American economic superiority. One key ingredient called
scientific management was advanced by Frederick Taylor whereby complex processes are
broken down into their simplest individual elements and made efficient. An underlying
assumption is that if all elements are made efficient then the whole company will be the
most efficient. As this philosophy was applied to production, equipment and labor
utilization was stressed. Inventory was placed between operations so that they could
operate as independent entities at the average rate rather than free-floating customer
demand rates.
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Traditional production techniques emphasized long production lots sizes and high
utilization of people and equipment. This business philosophy was widely deployed after
W.W.II by the major U.S. business schools and it remains ingrained as a primary mental
model of business executives. Standard cost accounting developed as the main tool to
focus the firm on reducing costs. It established a fixed cost (called standard cost) for a
product then aims to promote profitability through increasing the efficiencies of the
individual elements and eliminating variances from the planned costs for the various
factors of production.

The philosophy seemed valid in the world that gave rise to it, the three decades after
World War II. American manufacturers "won" the competitiveness battle through
economies of scale and a focus on cost. Its continued use today faces obstacles when
competing with the customer-focused business models that led to the success of Japanese
firms over the part few decades. The traditional principles encourage a preference for an
analytic detachment of management by the numbers, instead of the insight that comes
from "hands on " experience. It also emphasises short term cost reduction rather than
long term development of technological competitiveness.

Dr. W. Edwards Deming, famous for his philosophy of quality as a business strategy, had
a profound effect on the plant design of Tulsa. I had the good fortune to attend a 4-day
seminar given by Dr. Deming and also his Advanced Seminar in Applied Statistics at
New York University Stem School of Business. It was through those experiences as well
as reading his and other related books that I became aware of the importance of Systems
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Thinking which I then applied directly on the Tulsa project. It is a holistic view of
performance, sharply in contrast to the segmented, departmentalized perspective of
Taylor’s Scientific Management.

Since Dr. Deming’s first lecture to Japanese audiences (June 1950 to JUSE) he showed
Figure 9, “Production viewed as a System.” The figure appears on page 4 of his 1986
book, Out of the Crisis.

PRODUCTION VIEWED AS A SYSTEM
by Dr. W. Edwards Deming

Figure 9 — Deming’s Production viewed as a system.
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Dr. Deming said, "A system is a network of interdependent components that work
together to try to accomplish the aim of the system."

"A system must create something

of value, in other words, results." "Optimization is a process of orchestrating the efforts
of all components toward achievement of the stated aim." "The secret is cooperation
between components toward the aim of the organization." [Deming, 1993, pp. 50-53],

System’s Thinking was so important to Dr. Deming that it was one of the four elements
of his “Theory of Profound Knowledge” which was the culmination of his life work. The
four elements of Profound Knowledge are :

1. Theory of a system,
2. Theory of knowledge,
3. Understanding of variation, and
4. Understanding of psychology.

One need not be eminent in any part in order to understand and apply the elements
together. [Deming, 1993, pp. 96],

Systems Thinking is acknowledged as a cornerstone of “World Class” business thinking
today, as a result of the works of Ed Deming, Eli Goldratt, Peter Senge and others.
There is a greater realization that shareholders buy stock in the whole company not
individual departments and that when managed by the traditional, departmentalized
business model, the functional goals are often in conflict with each other and with the
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goals of the firm. After all, the corporate goal is not quality, technology, market share,
machine efficiencies or even teamwork. The firm’s ultimate success is measured by total
performance —the ability to make money now and in the future.

"Systems thinking finds its greatest benefit in helping us distinguish high- from lowleverage changes in highly complex situations. In effect, the art of systems thinking lies
in seeing through complexity to the underlying structures generating change."
[Senge, 1990, pp. 128]

Therefore, for the Tulsa project, Dr. Deming’s “Production viewed as a System” served
as a primary mental model. All alternative designs were compared on the basis of global
measures of cost and customer satisfaction not local measures of operational efficiency.
The systems view of production and the global measures help to create a common
purpose that unified rather than divided our Tulsa team. The end result is a superior
production process that is more responsive of lower cost when managed as a system than
the existing method.

ECONOMIC DECISIONS :

Economists categorize the decision of the firm into three classes : (1) In the short run,
how best to utilize existing resources; (2) In the long run, what new personnel,
equipment and organization to select given the known technical possibilities; and (3) In
the long, long run, how to encourage innovation and adopt new techniques.
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We know that consumer demand for products vary over time. Even in stable demand
markets, the precise number of units purchased by customers varies from day to day.

Tim e
Figure 10 — Variation of demand over time.

As a result of the daily fluctuations in demand, the firm must make short run decisions to
minimize costs. Because the factors of production (i.e. labor, capital) are fixed in the
short run, the firm decides how best to utitize the existing resources.
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Figure 11 shows the relationship between price per unit and output volume, called the
Average Total Cost or ATC curve. There is an ideal point for output q* with price Pmin
where an operation is optimally sized and the cost per unit is a minimum.

O u t p u t p er
u n it tim e
Figure 11 — Average Total Cost Curve.

During periods of high demand the firm must use overtime or ships from an inventory
stock to satisfy peak demand. Either choice increases the cost per unit output so to the
right of the minimum point the curve slopes upward. During periods of lower demand,
the management does not sell equipment or layoff people in the short run. They apply the
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direct labor to training or some other "nonproductive" activity and leave the equipment
idle. The cost per unit thus increases in this case as well and the curve to the left of the
minimum also slopes upward.

Therefore, the shape of the Average Total Cost curve in the short run is concave upward
with a minimum price per unit at point q*. Unlike the standard cost accounting model
which fixes product cost, the actual cost per unit varies with changes in demand. Ideally,
this firm employ resources to match the market demand for the product to q* output
level. As market demand varies there is oscillation around the minimum price per unit
(p-min).

As we analyze further, it is more accurate to express two Average Total Cost (ATC)
curves for the firm —one for the short run and one for the long run. In the short run the
factors of production are fixed, while in the long run additional resources can be acquired.
I believe it is increasingly important to understand the difference between these two.

Figure 12 shows the Short Run Average Total Cost curve (SRATC) and the Long Run
Average Total Cost curve (LRATC.) These represent the optimum performance level
that is possible for the given time period. The SRATC curve can describe the situation
for an individual firm while the LRATC curve is for the entire industry.
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Output per
unit time
Figure 12 -- Action of the firm in the short run.

Figure 11 implied that companies operate on the curve. Figure 12 better represents the
real world. Firms operate at points above the SRATC curve, or worse than ideal (such as
Po.)

Day-to-day operations management decisions aim to minimize cost or essentially

move the firm from a point above the SRATC curve to a point on the SRATC curve. The
actual cost per unit then moves from Po to Pi for a given output q.

In the long run, by definition, the firm can change the factors of production (i.e. amount
of capital or labor) but technology is fixed. Figure 13 shows two SRATC curves drawn
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along with the LRATC curve for the industry. The Long run Average Total cost curve
represents the boundary between attainable and unattainable costs for a given technology.

O utput per
unit time
Figure 13 -- Action of the firm in the long run.

In the long run, profit-maximizing firms aim to shift their SRATC curve downward to the
industry LRATC curve by choosing a different combination of inputs to achieve the
output goal. This may include adding equipment of personnel, redesigning the product to
require less material or processing, substituting capital for labor. These long run choices,
by definition, are based on currently available technology.
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The last situation is called the long, long run. Here the firm innovates with new types of
products, new inputs (i.e. materials or equipment), or new production techniques. An
innovation shifts the LRATC curve for the industry downward as in Figure 14 thus
reducing the cost per unit at all output levels.

Output per
unit time
Figure 14 — Action of the firm in the long, long run.

This shift redefines the minimum attainable cost levels for the industry and therefore
changes the benchmark for most efficient performance. The design of the Tulsa Division
manufacturing process was an innovation in the economic production function for
appliance manufacturing. These kinds of innovations lead to new and improved products
and production methods which generate competitive advantage for the innovators and
ultimately propel modem industrial societies to higher standards of living.
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Today's competitive environment differs from the past, perhaps not so much in structure
but certainly in the rapid and increasing pace of change in today's world. The challenges
of global competition and rapidly changing technology require an increasing managerial
understanding of the total manufacturing process. Although some firms have managed to
improve their operations, the typical U.S. response to these challenges has been
disappointing. Most firms currently operate in the “cost efficiency” paradigm, squeezing
out waste to move from a point above the SRATC curve to the "optimum" on the curve as
in Figure 12, the short run.

David Hanna, Senior Consultant at The Stephen Covey Leadership Center, cites an
American Management Association survey of 500 firms who have downsized in the last 6
years. Unfortunately the data shows that 75% have suffered depressed cultures, 66%
have NOT improved their productivity, and less than 50% have improved their
profitability. Without losing sight of cost efficiency, business leaders need to think more
in terms of figure 14, the long, long run, with a focus on innovation to deliver future
profitability.

The most significant problem in domestic manufacturing firms is the lack of commitment
to the necessary organizational, managerial, and logistical changes that must occur in
order to become or remain competitive. Manufacturing must be recognized as an
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integrated system requiring coordination and cooperation between functional areas if our
plants are to meet the competitive challenge. [Umble and Srikanth, 1990, pp. 3]

"In comparative statics, a stable no-growth environment, firms
prove their effectiveness by becoming efficient (moving from
inside the production-possibilities curve to a place on the
maximum production-possibilities curve). The cost minimizer
wins. In economic dynamics the central problem is rapid growth
(getting the production-possibilities curve to move to the right as
rapidly as possible). Being on the curve, being the most efficient
at any moment in time is unimportant. In reaching the growth
goal, many of the cost-cutting advantages of comparative statics
may be liabilities. Reducing wages and firing people may allow
the firm to cut costs, but it lowers the willingness of the work force
to accept new technologies, leads to a less well-trained work force,
and eliminates the loyalty - the willingness to make short-run selfsacrifices for the good of the firm." [Thurow, 1992, pp. 150].

A major point of this theses is that because the world competitive condition has changed,
our business approach must also changes to sustain profitability.

Innovation in the production function occurs at such a fast pace that firms need to focus
more on the change process than on traditional cost efficiency. Success now and in the
future will come from a management focus to keep up with the shifting LRATC curve,
with a secondary focus on cost control.
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In a stable market, efficiency is cost minimization. In a dynamic market, however,
efficiency is having the flexibility and adaptability to keep up with the changes.

An analogy to aircraft design may be useful. Early aircraft designers gave top priority to
the stability of their design in flight. That appears to make logical sense. However, in
aircraft design, stability and maneuverability are at odds. Early aircraft generally
performed in calm air but failed when major wind shifts occurred because they were
unable to respond. The success of the Wright brothers came after they stopped searching
for stability. They changed their focus and sought the maneuverability that enabled them
to adapt to the changing air currents. [Kondo, 1991, pp. 170-171].

It seems that the winds have changed in the global economy. "An approach shaped and
refined during stable decades may be ill suited to a world characterized by rapid and
unpredictable change, scarce energy, global competition for markets, and a constant need
for innovation." — [Hayes and Abernathy, 1980, pp. 68].
and growth will go to the flexible and agile competitors.
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Now and in the future, profits

V. COMPARISON OF MANUFACTURING APPROACHES

Deciding how best to arrange and utilize production resources is the fundamental role of
the manufacturing managers and today they are confronted with a wide array of
techniques and systems to improve production efficiency. MRP (Materials requirements
planning), JIT (Just-in-time or kanban), TOC (Theory of Constraints) are the main
production scheduling techniques being used.

All 12 Whirlpool North American production facilities and most Western plants use the
traditional “push” system driven by an MRP computer system and measures results with
a standard cost accounting system. The project team had a boundary condition in that the
MRP system (called WMCS) is deeply imbedded the firm’s order planning method and it
cannot be eliminated at this time. Therefore, it is a given operating requirement that the
new Tulsa Division will receive the production shipping requirements from the global
Whirlpool MRP system.

Within the plant, however, there are alternatives to scheduling the workcenters and
coordinate the material flow. We could chose :
1. The existing system of WMCS and supplemental manual methods
2. A pure kanban system
3. A pure TOC system
4. A combination of techniques.
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In order to select the best method for the new Tulsa Division, I read extensively about the
various approaches and worked for years in factories using MRP and kanban systems. I
also visited facilities which used each of the major techniques and asked questions of the
plant personnel that used them. Each method has the same aim, to control production and
inventory levels in order to produce the needed products at minimum cost. However,
each follows a slightly different course to attain the goal.

M ATER IA L REQUIREMENTS PLANNING (MRP)

The most common scheduling method in North America is the MRP or “push” system.
MRP is a centralized computer program that compares the Bill of Materials (BOM), the
quantity of parts available and the standard lead time to produce each assembly. The
computer program takes the requirements for finished goods (from either firm or
forecasted orders) and calculates when each component part and subassembly should be
produced in order to make the end date.

MRP releases job orders along with the required material just before they are needed by
the next stage of production. The job orders successively push the work from one
operation to another according to the routings and standard times loaded into the system.
Because of it’s structure, MRP requires very accurate information to work effectively.
The Bill of Materials, part inventories on hand, and process yields must be accurately
inputted in order to generate a good schedule.
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Job order
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J o b o rd e r

Figure 15 — Process scheduling using an MRP system.

The advantages of MRP are that it is the established method therefore would not have a
long learning curve associated with the start-up. It has significant disadvantages,
however. It requires very precise information on inventory counts and bill of material
requirements. It is well known by practitioners that there are always outdated data as
well as outright mistakes. As a result the lead times and inventories are inflated to cover
the problems, so the approach naturally drives higher inventory in the factory.

In addition, MRP systems provoke an analytic detachment from the natural flow of
material in the plant. Essentially, work is done for the computer, rather than the
customer. Material is obtained from a warehouse, process and returned to the warehouse
whereas, other methods promote building for the next customer in the chain.
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KANBAN

The use of just-in-time or kanbans to control production has gained popularity because of
the success of Japanese manufacturers. Kanban is a Japanese word translated as “visible
record.” The kanban system was developed by Taiichi Ohno and Shigeo Shingo at
Toyota as part of the Toyota Production System. A kanban system is called a “pull”
system because the it operates by operators pulling material from upstream processes.

C ustomer

Sm all
Inventory
Raw
Material

^

Pr oc es s

-V -

K an ba n trigger

Ka nb a n trigger

Ka nba n trigger

Sma ll
Inve ntory
Pro c es s

S—V —

1
P ro c es s

O rder

Sma ll
Inv entory

fr-V—

Figure 16 — Process scheduling using a pure kanban system.

Orders for finished products are scheduled at the last operation, say final assembly. All
required subassemblies and components are pulled from their upstream producers. The
part usage triggers the producer to build a replacement item. If none are used then the
worker is idle. This simple logic ensures there is no unneeded buildup of inventory.
While the term is often used interchangeably with the Toyota Production System, kanban
is just the tool that signals when each stage of production should be done. Other tools
such as level scheduling, quick changeover, and good maintenance techniques work
together to make the Toyota JIT system effective.
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Kanban has several advantages. It promotes communication and an understanding of the
natural flow of the production process. It is self-scheduling as the usage of a part triggers
the replenishment. No centralized computer system is needed so these costs are
eliminated. It also tends to enforce discipline to fix problems because a problem
anywhere in the flow will shut down the entire production operation.

This advantage can also be a weakness. The effect of disruptions on the plant operation
can be devastating. The process steps are interlocked to such an extent that whenever any
area experiences a work stoppage of even moderate duration then it impacts the entire
system and affects current throughput. JIT advocates use the analogy of lowering the
water level (or inventory) to discover the rocks (problems.) Critics ask if it is necessary
to “crash into the rock” to discover it is there.

Another disadvantage of a pure JIT approach is the unfocused process of improvement.
JIT calls for shrinking the variation and improving the process everywhere. The
American Electronic Association survey in 1992 found 63 % of companies with JIT /
TQM programs failed to reduce internal defects by 10 % or more and 80 % failed to
reduce their supplier defects by 10 % or more. [Eskildson, 1994, pp. 61-63.]

In a WaffStreet Joumaf article on the problems with TQM, "A lot of companies read a lot
of books, did lots of training, formed teams and tried to implement 9,000 new practices
simultaneously. But you don't get results that way." Rather than infusing the new culture
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in all areas of the company, "focus on a small number of decisive changes." [Fuchsberg,
1992, pp. B1,B7.]

Continuously improving in every way may sound fair in a moral sense, but is clearly not
efficient in an economic sense. Some problems are easier to fix that others, and some
benefit the system more than others. The economic concept of marginalism states that we
should adopt the change when the marginal benefit of improvement exceeds the marginal
cost.

It is no surprise that many firms implementing JIT systems are not realizing the
return on investment since as improvements are made everywhere, instead of where
it provides great benefit.

THEORY OF CONSTRAINTS

The Theory of Constraints or TOC, the newest operations planning technique, was
developed by Dr. Eli Goldratt, a physicist by education. He started by developing a
scheduling system for a friend in the chicken coop business that resulted in tripling its
output. The production scheduling technique is called Drum-Buffer-Rope (DBR.)
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The key insight of TOC is the mental model of production as a chain of dependent events.
Material is processed in chain-like succession culminating in final delivery of finished
product to the customer. (Others have used the chain model as well, such as Richard
Schonenberger in Building a Chain of Customers ) Goldratt also uses an analogy of a
Boy Scout hike for steps in a process. The slowest one is the constraint (or Herbie,
named after a particular1Scout in The Goal) and it sets the pace for the whole group.
The troop can only march as fast as the slowest Scout, so he constrains the progress
toward the goal. Goldratt asserts the just as a chain is as strong as its weakest link,
production capacity and flexibility is governed by the weakest process step or constraint.
The firm can achieve greatest total efficiency by scheduling the whole system at the
constraint and also achieve greatest improvement by concentrating resources to improve
the constraint or weakest link.

Raw
M aterial

Constraint

Figure 17 - Process scheduling using a pure TOC or “Drurn-Buffer-Rope” system.

The aim should be to strengthen the chain as a whole, not strengthen each link
individually.
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In production, if the constraint is down due to breakdown or lack of material, then it is
not simply a loss for that individual process, the entire system directly loses throughput.
Inventory can be effectively used to ensure that the constraint is never starved for
material.

Continually running a non-constraint creates the illusion of efficiency when measured at
the local level. If we look globally at the system then we realize that non-constraints
should work only as fast as the constraint —just as the Boy Scouts can hike only as fast as
the slowest if they are to stay together as a troop.

While it has not achieved as widespread acclaim as the others, this approach has been
successfully applied in production facilities around the world. I believe it is the emerging
paradigm in production technique.

Goldratt has marketed the system under the name OPT or optimized production
technology. Goldratt explained the approach in the books The Goal and The Race, in part
to counter resistance to the system’s sometimes counterintuitive schedules. He further
evolved the TOC in the books Theory of Constraints and The Haystack Syndrome bv
generalizing the theory and applying it to other situations. His latest book, It’s Not Luck,
applies the generalized theory (also called the Thinking Process) to marketing and
strategic business planning.
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Some resulting inferences of TOC are :
1. The constraint or bottleneck controls the throughput of the plant.
2. An hour lost at the bottleneck is an hour lost to the whole system.
3. Make sure the constraint never sit idle or works on bad material.
4. Performance is best when the constraint works only on firm orders
5. Utilization of non-constraints are really controlled by the constraint.
6. An hour saved at a non-constraint just adds to its idle time so is not a real savings.
7. For dependent event, like in a production chain, the statistical fluctuations do
not average out, they accumulate destructively and must be buffered.

CONCLUSIONS

Cook (1994) reported on a computer simulation study of the three approaches. By
modeling a mock production process under the three methods for different levels of
inventory and process variation he made several observations which are also supported by
other literature.

The MRP approach needed inventory buffers of 99 units between each work station to
achieve the same result that kanbans did with 16 units and TOC achieved with 8 only
units. “The consequence (of MRP) however, was to increase the average WIP, flow
time, and standard deviation of flow time to unreasonable levels.” In other words,
delivery performance and lead time would be poor, as we experience in real life. Cook’s
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conclusion was “the traditional philosophy of manufacturing provides no advantages over
either TOC or JIT. Further TOC outperforms JIT on a number of critical performance
measures.” “JIT would have to virtually eliminate all variability across the whole system
to make it equal to TOC —an unlikely possibility.”

A primary paradigm shift of the new production thinking is that high inventory does not
provide greater efficiency and protection from disruptions. Instead it hurts efficiency by
slowing the responsiveness of the firm and increases internal losses from rework and
obsolete materials.
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Figure 18 — Conclusions from comparison of scheduling methods.
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VL THE FIVE FOCUSING STEPS
OF ONGOING IMPROVEMENT

Deciding which part of the complex process of range production to begin can be
daunting. With over 300 parts and 50 processes, it is not obvious where to begin.

"What we most need are ways to tqww what is important and what is not
important, what variaSCes tofoots on and which to pay (ess attention to and we need ways to do this which can heipgroups or teams develop shared
understanding."
[(Peter Senge, 1990, p. 128]

Armed with the mental models of “production as a system” and “the chain concept of a
system” we began step by step to approach the problem. I used the 5 Focusing Steps to
guide the teams thinking as we explored the details of the new plant.

1. Identify the system’s constraint.
2. Decide how to exploit the system’s constraint.
3. Subordinate everything else to the above decision.
4. Elevate the system’s constraints.
5. If in the previous steps a constraint has been broken,
go back to Step 1. Do not let inertia become a constraint.
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Vile IDENTIFICATION OF THE CONSTRAINT

The constraint is defined as the scarcest, most valuable resource or what limits the
system from attaining its goal. None of the TOC books and articles goes much beyond
this basic definition to explain in detail how to identify a system’s constraint. I decided
that my first task was to get management assurance that the traditional method of running
the factory would not be the constraint. (It is very common that such Policy Constraints
are the primary limiter to system improvement.)

Next I looked at the production examples in the TOC literature. They typically show a
series of processes with the output of each expressed in units per day. The method
involves determining which process is the minimum, thus limiting the system’s output.

What became clear was how different a situation we had. With a new plant, we could
literally purchase any amount of capacity for any of the processes so long as the total
plant was cost effective.

Instead of asking where the constraint is, I asked, where the constraint should be ?

We analyzed the product design and production process in three points of view to
determine the answer.
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1. What factors of the product design determines the final customer model ?
2. What is the cost per unit and the practical increments of production capacity ?
3. What are the realities of the process reliability (yield and uptime) ?

PRODUCT DESIGN AND M ODEL ANALYSIS

The Product Sales Release document define the feature combinations that result in the
final models. We have a total of 132 models with the main differences being :

1. Fuel source — gas or electric
2. Cleaning method — self-clean or not.
3. Color — White, Almond, or Black.
4. Controls — several types of electronic or electromechanical controls.
5. Cooktop configuration — burner sizes and style.
6. Drawer Front — storage drawer or broiler.

The initial process mapping and process design work indicated there is sufficient market
demand justifies four assembly lines, one for each of the fuel / cleaning method
combinations — gas self-clean, gas standard clean, electric self-clean and electric
standard clean. Since this feature combination will occur on dedicated assembly lines
with capacity determined by varying the number of assemblers, #1 and #2 on the list are
not factors in the constraint analysis.
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The final model’s color appears on the side panels, and on the remaining items on the list
—controls, cooktop, and drawer front. The side panels are produced on a highly flexible
folding and drawing press line at the assembly lines. This equipment can react to any
combination of orders from the assembly line therefore is not a factor in the analysis of
constraints.

The controls are purchased parts. The control circuit boards are produced abroad with a
very long lead time. The PCB’s are then mounted into one of about 40 control panels
which again is a purchased item. These highly specialized, model specific items are one
of the constraints for the production process. As a separate activity I worked with a
Procurement group to develop special plans for an effective ordering, inbound
transportation and inventory stocking methodology to ensure that these parts do not limit
the plant output or flexibility. This activity is not the subject of this paper, however, so is
identified as a follow-up activity.

For the Make Parts, only the Cooktop and Drawer Front are critical to the end customer
model differentiation. The process begins in the pressroom are steel coils processed into
six cooktop stampings and four drawer front stampings. They are then processes in the
porcelain finishing equipment into the three colors —white, almond and black. Then the
15 final types of cooktops and 8 drawer fronts are assembled into the finished products.

In summary, from a product design and model line perspective there are two constraint
candidates. In purchased parts, the controls and control panels potentially limit the plant
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production. A separate effort was recommended to address this issue. Of the parts
produced in the plant, the cooktop and drawer front are the potential constraints
since they are the kev determiners of the final model configuration.

COST PER UNIT OF CAPACITY

The investment costs per unit were analyzed for each sector of the production process.
The cost structure for the new plant in confidential to Whirlpool so the precise figures
cannot be given. Our analysis confirmed what is generally known in the industry, that
press and porcelain equipment is very capital intensive but does not require many people
to operate. In contrast, assembly contains significantly less capital and far more labor
than the other areas of the plant. Assembly conveyors and hand tools are relatively
inexpensive compared to presses. Assembly capacity is ramped-up and down basically
by adding or subtracting people on the line and redistributing the work elements. In
contrast, press capacity comes in rather large increments as a single press can produce
millions of parts per year.

If we chose to schedule assembly as the constraint, all upstream areas would need
slightly greater capacities (and higher investments) to keep up. Since press and porcelain
are the most capital intensive areas of the plant, the result would be the fastest order
response time but with higher investment which would cause another problem given our
tight investment budget.

Whirlpool management has set the investment target as a

requirement therefore assembly cannot be the constraint.
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In summary, from an investment cost per unit basis, the plant constraint should be
located in either Press or Porcelain since they have the highest cost per unit of
capacity. Assembly is ruled out as a constraint because it is relatively inexpensive and
can be easily ramped-up and down to meet market demands. W hirlpool’s concerns about
proprietary information limit the disclosure of the specific financial figures.

PROCESS R ELIA BILITY FA CTO RS

Another factor considered in the constraint analysis was the reliability of each process.
When operating in a low inventory environment, the day-to-day, process reliability is
vital. The factors considered were yield (or percentage of good parts produced) and
uptime (or percentage of time the process would operate when called upon.) The final
performance depends on so many factors such as the exact equipment purchased, regular
maintenance, operator training. For a fair and representative evaluation we gathered data
from existing Whirlpool plants and assumed that the new plant, after initial debugging,
would be at least as good.
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The following table summarizes the general findings.
Production Area

Ave. 1st Pass Yield

MIN. / MAX.

Primarily depends on :

PRESS

99 %

95 - 100 %

PORCELAIN

80%

60 - 95 %

Many process parameters

ASSEMBLY

95 %

90 - 100 %

Design and training

Set-up and steel quali

Figure 19 — Comparison of process yields.

In the pressroom, there is little variation in part quality once a good set-up of the die is
performed. It is effective to check the first few pieces very carefully then run the entire
amount required. Part quality in largely independent of operators. Failures tend not to
come and go, that is, the press dies do not cause a hole to be too large on a few parts, then
too small on the next few, for example. Equipment tends to breakdown in a catastrophic
manner, for example a punch breaks resulting in a missing hole on all parts.

The Porcelain process in highly variable and dependent on many process adjustments.
The day-to-day and hour-to-hour yield fluctuates significantly in porcelain systems
throughout the industry. (Reports from many sources indicate that W hirlpool’s
performance is leads the industry, however it still is highly variable.) The key factors
affecting yield are the part cleanliness, wash temperature and pH, porcelain material
quality, and furnace temperature.
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Assembly yield also varies. Since the process involves 50 to 70 people working together
on an assembly line, the process design and operator training are critical. Purchased part
performance is also a major factor. W hirlpool’s experience has been relatively good in
controlling these factors. Further improvements are expected with an emphasis on
designing the product for manufacturability and the introduction of poke yoke devices in
assembly.

In summary, the porcelain process is the most variable in process reliability and
therefore the most limiting in terms of attaining the goals of production output and
model mix flexibility.

FINAL IDENTIFICATION OF CONSTRAINT

Locating the constraint in assembly would result in the fastest order response time, but at
a higher capital investment and therefore is ruled out as unacceptable. Locating the
constraint in the pressroom would lower the investment. Parts processes through the
presses could be damaged in the porcelain process. Damaging a part after it has been
processed through the constraint is equivalent to loosing constraint capacity therefore this
is not a good solution.

The performance of the total production system is tied to the performance of the highly
variable porcelain system. Its losses due to rework and scrap are the highest. Further, it
is very expensive to make up for these losses with additional protective capacity. Finally,
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since the cooktops and drawer fronts lead in determining the final product model, these
parts must factor into the constraint.

In conclusion, the Color Porcelain system which processes the cooktops and d raw er
fronts was selected as the plant constraint. The total factory’s output and flexibility is
set by this area. Improvement here would have the greatest impact in to improve the
system as a whole.

Constraint = Color Porcelain
1

Avsembh
• Lowest investment per unit capacity,
• Acceptable Response time.

Figure 20 — Final identification of the Constraint.
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VIII. EXPLOIT OR OPTIMIZE THE CONSTRAINT

UNI.OAT) TUI CONSTRAINT

The next step in the 5 step process is to exploit or optimize the constraint. This means to
schedule it so that we do not waste the resources that we have. Unburdening the
constraint is an effective first step in exploiting it. Black models account for a small 3 %
of total volume. The volume for the remaining colors, white and almond, are about
evenly split. Since an small porcelain application system was unused at another
Whirlpool factory, we were able to obtain it for the black parts. While unloading this
very small volume did not appreciably reduce the investment in the white / almond
system, it greatly simplified the scheduling therefore made best use of the scarce
constraint resource.

DETERMINE THE LOT SIZE

Next we decided to determine the best lot size for the constraint and for the factory and
immediately encountered a philosophical roadblock. There is much discussion in
manufacturing management circles today about using a lot size of 1 unit for the ultimate
in flexibility. Our process engineers said it is possible to apply the porcelain color on
alternating parts using two booths. Some on the team thought we had to do it or we
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would not be “World Class.” Others supported the more traditional view that large lots
were necessary to minimize changeovers which rob the plant of production time.

At one point, the lot size debate threatened the whole improvement effort. It appeared
that if the team could not resolve how to satisfy the markets and efficiently run the
equipment then maybe the Theory of Constraints was just philosophical talk. Talk of
running the plant “the way w e’ve always done it” grew louder.

From my readings I knew that the Theory of Constraints has evolved into a set of broader
logical techniques called the Thinking Process. Goldratt says that we are conditioned to
make tradeoffs or compromises too quickly. He offers a technique called “Evaporating
the Cloud” to eliminate a conflict by analyzing the underlying assumptions driving it.
Goldratt claims that it should always be possible to construct a solution to obtain what is
needed by both sides. So I tried this technique on the lot size problem.

I drew the “Cloud” in figure 21 to describe our lot size situation. The diagram is read in
numerical order beginning with the objective on the left. The bottom row and top row
show the two sides of the debate that lead to the conflict on the right.
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Evaporating the Cloud
#4

#5

Figure 21 - Cloud for the lot size conflict.

In our case we had a common objective —(#1) to satisfy the market and provide profits
for the firm now and in the future. To do that we need (#2) manufacturing flexibility and
quick response. This we know from the market research and the strategic plan. To
achieve flexibility we want (#3) small lots of all models, even the ultimate lot size of 1
unit. On the other side, to satisfy the market and generate profits we need a competitive
selling price. Additional equipment or quick changeover apparatus is expensive. It
follow then that we must have (#4) efficient use of the capital investment. This leads us
to want (#5) large lot sizes with few changeovers. The conflict clearly exists between
(#3) and (#5).
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The general method to resolve a cloud is to examine the assumption behind each causal
arrow. For example, why do we believe manufacturing flexibility is required to generate
profits ?

In this case we have a strong assumption since our research showed 13 % of

orders are canceled due to poor availability. Improving flexibility will retain most of
those orders thus leading to increased profits.

One by one the causal arrows were examined and the underlying assumptions challenged.
A weak assumption should be exploited to generate a new win-win solution that achieves
what we need on both sides of the debate, without the conflict. Goldratt calls this
“evaporating the cloud” because when the weak assumption is broken, conflict disappears
or cloud evaporates.

In the Tulsa lot size problem, I challenged an underlying assumption to the whole cloud - that there must be only one lot size in the factory. The cloud is evaporated if the plant
were separated according to the capital cost per unit volume. If I scheduled the low
capital assembly area with small lots the customers would notice the flexibility. The
capital intensive fabrication areas of the plant —press and porcelain could still be run in
long runs one day in advance to maintain high utilization.

I use an analogy of a two chamber heart to explain the scheduling approach. The
first chamber pumps material through press and porcelain in large lots and stores the parts
in an buffer. Then the second chamber assembles the day’s requirements in small lots to
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meet our customer’s needs. A commonized product design makes this possible. The
inner chassis is common and the final product differentiation is achieved by the
combinations of certain features. After further investigation the team concluded that this
idea will work and thus was adopted as the basis for the new Tulsa scheduling approach.

With daily production of 4600 units, there was still a question whether we needed to
produce in a lot size as small as 1. To resolve this question I checked with the
downstream customers in the chain to see if this was truly a requirement. Retailers do not
order 1 or 2 ranges today (averaging 100 ranges) and our marketing people do not expect
them to in the near future. Our people load the truck trailers with forklifts picking up 8
units at a time. Even 8 units of one model was an unusually small customer order, but for
internal efficiencies I decided the assembly lot size should be a multiple of 8. We
concluded 24 would be a good lot size for assembly as it is still very, very small lot size
yet efficiently handled in assembly and the warehouses.

Requiring lots to be produced in multiples of 24 units and then coordinating the size
for subassembly parts containers made another significant improvement. This eliminated
the model changeover activity in assembly that previously takes 15 to 30 minutes in
current Whirlpool plants. During this time parts from the previous model are removed
and new model parts are stocked to the line. Under my new paradigm, a model change
consists merely of using the last part in one standard container then using the first part
from the next standard container that is in queue to the operator. Instead of being an
orchestrated event, changeovers of the assembly line are virtually seamless.
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PRO CESS BATCH VERSUS TRA N SFER BA TCH SIZE

The lot size connection between the press and porcelain system also resolved itself when
I thought of the difference between transfer batch and process batch. The process batch is
the total number produced in a lot, or what we commonly refer to as lot size. The transfer
batch is the number completed before moving on to the next process in the chain. Under
traditional production systems they are the same, that is, the entire batch is produced then
moved along to the next step. Goldratt, however, makes the distinction and further states
the transfer batch size can and should be less than the process batch size.

The standard approach between press and porcelain is to run each as separate, “efficient”
departments. The press produces a large batch of one stamping then changes to the next.
Then one at a time they are loaded on the porcelain conveyor to be processed. When
measured individually they appear more efficient with more parts per minute on the press
and fewer empty porcelain hangers. Of course this creates an even larger problem of
mismatched performance measures between departments and a decoupling of activities
that should naturally be integrated. Running each process at its maximum rate results in
greater losses from high inventories and defects.
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Stamping Presssa Located at Porcelain Wash Conveyor

H a ng

Direct I

Front
F ra m e

Door
Liner

I

I

Porcelain

Co okt oP

I

I

I

Wash Conveyor

Figure 22 — Locating the presses.

Several of the innovations developed from one another. For example, the desire to link
the press and assembly production rates led to the concept of hanging the stamping
directly on the wash conveyor. Our solution was to have dedicated press lines making
only one part family such as cooktop or oven cavity. All the parts required to make a
range would be loaded on the porcelain conveyor in a repeating pattern in even quantities
of ranges. That led to the mixed part hang patterns as a means to provide a continuous
flow of all the parts. The presses produce parts at the same rate that assembly consumes
them. The transfer batch size of 1 unit, that is, parts are stamped on the press line then
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hung directly on the washer conveyor. (A small supply of stampings is maintained to
allow continuous porcelain operation during press changeovers.)

Traditional Porcelain System Fl ow
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Figure 23 — Original configuration for Porcelain.

The Porcelain Engineers then thought beyond the traditional approach of having a
dedicated washers / conveyors/ and furnaces. Figure 23, above, shows the original plan.
A total of five different porcelain application systems were needed (for technical reasons)
to coat the different parts with the different type porcelains. The team realized that a
savings in capital investment could be achieved if the flow were varied as in the Figure
24, below, thus sharing capacity of the different washer and furnace equipment. The
savings in capital investment was conservatively estimated by the Porcelain Process
Enginners and the Supplier at $ 5 million.
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Figure 24 — Innovative configuration for Porcelain.

The final question was how to manage the color changes between white and almond. The
porcelain process engineers determined that the best yield is obtained with runs of at least
15 minutes in a color before changing. The solution we devised was to set the presses to
the first stamping configuration and apply white porcelain to the first half of the run then
switch to almond. The presses then change to the next stamping and the porcelain system
remains in almond then changes to white. Changeovers are not split exactly evenly, of
course, they occur to suit the exact customer order requirements for the next day. This
alternation between white and almond colors continues and by the end of the day all
configurations in both colors are produced in quantities precisely to match tomorrow’s
need.
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FINAL CONSTRAINT SCH EDU LE

The cooktops and drawer fronts in the required colors were analyzed under the
restrictions set forth above. I established a schedule of 23 time periods shown in figure
25 to produce all the combinations needed. Time periods are included to process
reworked parts and are scheduled to coincide with press changeovers.
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The Whirlpool MRP system, WMCS, was modified to generate a daily schedule for these
23 time periods. The WMCS schedule serves as the “Drum” to which all the process
march. As a result, the constraint (color porcelain system that processes cooktops and
drawer fronts) and the entire path of constraint parts is produces all that is needed in a
smooth continuous flow.
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IX. SUBORDINATE ALL OTHER PROCESSES

The basic operating pattern of the factory has been established with the presses coupled to
porcelain in a mixed part hang patterns and assembly operating as a separate but
dependent “chamber of the heart.” Next, the team decided how to process the other 10
parts that were non-constraints, such as the oven cavity, main back, and oven door liner.
We decided to process them in a similar manner as the constraint parts, in dedicated press
lines and porcelainized in the mixed part hang patterns. The real question came with how
to synchronize their schedule to the constraint schedule.

Goldratt sells a sophisticated and expensive software to schedule the constraints and non
constraints. Many other software companies are also marketing forms of finite
schedulers to do the job. They cost between $500,000 and $2,000,000 which is far more
than we could afford. Furthermore, we had no experience with them and I was wary of
the risks of introducing a new computer system to the plant at start-up.

We revisited the goals of non-constraint scheduling that are to ensure no shortages that
would starve the constraint or stop parts after they have been processed by the constraint.
We also wanted a system that was easy to schedule. We decided to use kanbans to
schedule the non-constraint paths in the plant. The idea of combining kanbans with a
TOC scheduling system marked another innovation. Purists in the Theory of Constraints
did not agree with this decision because it added a slight bit more inventory (about 2%.)
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I feel it was a pragmatic blending in which we benefit far more from the ease of
scheduling than lose from the added inventory. The marginal benefit of using a “pure”
TOC system is far less than the cost of the system, both in terms of software expense and
complexity of use. During the plant start-up, there are many machines and systems to
debug and it allows more time to focus improvements on the constraint.
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X. VALIDATION OF APPROACH USING SIMULATION

To help test the production scheduling approach I decided to create a computer
simulation model to give insight into potential problems and to substantiate the claims. A
full plant simulation model requires substantial simulation expertise that did not exist on
the team therefore I hired HK Systems of Milwaukee, WI to write the computer code to
our specifications. Mr. Joe Haas did a great job building the model and was an asset to
the team.

Our specific objectives for the computer model were :

1. Evaluate the interface of porcelain conveyor mixed part hang patterns
at the transfer locations.
2. Determine the minimum inventory buffer sizes necessary for
non-interrupted assembly operations.
3. Evaluate the sensitivity of press changeover times and random
breakdowns on buffer sizes.
4. Determine the minimum finished product staging requirements for
same-day shipping to meet customer demands.
5. Evaluate the effect of changing the buffer locations and number of
pallets on the operation of the asynchronous final assembly lines.
6. To develop a model easily adaptable to future product feature changes.
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The computer simulation model of the facility was developed to analyze the system under
dynamic working conditions. Throughout its development an appropriate level of detail
was built into the model to ensure the validity of the simulation results. The model was
developed using AutoMod simulation software from AutoSimulations, Inc. The next
pages show images of computer generated graphics demonstrate the level of simulation
detail. In addition, I made two videos of the operating model to explain the system and
allow people to gain confidence that the approach will work..

The model was organized into two submodels just like the actual p la n t: 1) a press and
porcelain model for analysis of the buffer sizes and porcelain conveyor hang patterns, and
2) an assembly area model for analysis of the assembly and idle station configuration on
the assembly lines. Excel spreadsheets containing the key process data were read into the
model. This allowed for easy changes to model parameters by non-experts the software,
and also allowed the user to “turn o f f ’ parts of the model that are not being studied during
a simulation run to reduce the model execution time.
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XI. NEXT STEPS / NEXT CONSTRAINTS

The final steps 4 and 5 of Goldratt’s five step process are :
4. Elevate the system’s constraints.
5. If a constraint has been broken, go back to step 1.

We will need the plant running for a while to debug and elevate the constraint of the
Color Porcelain system. Still, I wanted to establish a road map for the next steps or next
constraints as I see them.

(D

Immediately (before the plant start-up) the management team needs to
generate a similar analysis and plan for purchased parts. As mentioned
earlier, the controls and control panel are a key determiner of the final model
sku and also have a long lead time. If managed using typical procurement
techniques they will likely limit the output and flexibility of the total
production system. As I write this final report, I am pleased to say that this
activity is underway and going well.

(2)

During the plant start-up, there should be an extra focus on the production
constraint, the Color Porcelain system. I recommend a series of Designed
Experiments (DOE) to understand and characterize the process parameters
that affect yield. A full commitment of resources must be made here since
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any improvement of this “weakest link” will directly improve the whole
production system. Improvements in non-constraints primarily serve to
increase potentiaCprofits because the total system performance is limited by
the constraint.

(D

When the plant is operating for a sustainable period then the order-taking
method should be changed. Today the method and quoted lead-time is
based on the long, 3 week production lead-time. After this plant’s capability
is established, the constraint will then shift to the paperwork system that
processes orders.

®

This new order response capability should cause management to reexamine
the product offering in order to market this competitive advantage and reap
the economic profit from this innovation. Existing customers will likely pay
a premium for the quick response capability. Additional markets may also
exist if we package the service appropriately.

We should also remember that constraints are “facts of life” and should not be viewed
negatively as is commonly implied. We should recognize that some physical constraints
are easier and less costly to break than others. Economic thinking applied to constraint
theory would suggest that this process of identifying and elevating constraints should
continue as long as the marginal benefit exceeds the marginal cost. After breaking
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through a few equipment bottlenecks, this point may be reached. To improve the process
further (for example to reduce porcelain defects to less than 1 %) would require a
substantial technical investment or innovation that would far outweigh the benefit. The
thinking must continually be expanded with a hard look at policies as a potential
constraint. The cost to change a policy or rule is generally minimal and so often it limits
the products we offer and markets we serve or the types of jobs people can do.
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100 %
L educed $ 5 Millie*

This effort yielded significant benefits to Whirlpool. First, an innovative production
process design was produced resulting in $ 5 Million avoidance of capital investment.
Even more importantly, the new plant design will significantly improve the production
cycletime and model-mix flexibility to correct a current competitive disadvantage. The
improved responsiveness to customer orders to reduce lead-time from 3 weeks to 2 days
which will enable improved levels of customer satisfaction that should lead to increased
market share. Finally, a plan for continuous improvement was also developed, thus
mapping the next steps on which to focus resources to achieve maximum continued
benefits.

As a result of this project, the Tulsa facility will be the most flexible and efficient
manufacturing plant in Whirlpool corporation and comparable to anyone in the world.
Our efforts recognized within the Corporation by winning the Gold Quality Achievement
Award in 1994. Ultimately, this will likely trigger innovations in the company's other
production facilities around the world.
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